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Perfect Fit
It seems obvious but then it’s odd that this field has been left to the DIY crowd: Tube
Headphone amplifiers without an output transformer.
Those who can declare owning a large and acoustic living room are the lucky ones, especially if
they can claim owning the ‘right’ loudspeakers being ‘allowed’ to stand them properly and even better
should they own the appropriate matching Hifi components.
Practically these criteria are seldom met so that a majority of music enthusiasts have to live with an
unsatisfactory sonic result. In these cases, headphones may be the only real solution. Gone are the
times when every amplifier was equipped with a qualitative acceptable headphone socket. The more
high-end the component strives to be, the more radically it is trimmed to its base core competence. Not
only has the headphone jack become more seldom but also the integrated phono input. The latter,
however, can be frequently equipped via an additional circuit board as an extra – not so for headphone
amps.
Now all headphone manufacturers have revamped their products and practically all offer a high-end
and expensive top model. And these need a proper source.
Dr. Burkhardt Schwaebe is somebody who understands this. Readers already know the creations of
the ex-Grundig and -Sennheiser product manager; they sell under the label of EternalArts and represent
rare valve concepts with a special twist. Not only both OTL power amps but also the sophisticated
preamplifier “FTP” have been guests in our listening room and enthused us with excellent sound and
easy operation. Considering his career (i.e. Sennheiser) and his earlier creations (OTL amplifiers) one
is not surprised at the equipment, now subject to debate. As usual the name of the equipment is modest
to non-existent: This unit is simply called OTL headphone amplifier and costs a not so modest Euro
2,750. For that you get an exquisite glossy black powder-coated casing with a soft curved perforated
steel canopy, a pair of phono inputs, a smooth turning volume poti and two headphone sockets. You do
need to made aware of a peculiarity: The equipment does not cope with any kind of headphones and
especially not two operating simultaneously. Reason being hidden in the name OTL: The circuit is a
valve amplifier without an output transformer. (Output TransformerLess) and this can only produce a
small current. Recall, normal valve amplifiers use the output transformer to convert the valve language
(high voltage, low current) into loudspeaker language (low voltage, high current). There have been
many attempts to obviate the frequency spectrum limiting and distortion inducing transformer. With
the correct tubes (or plenty connected in parallel) it is, however, possible to do away with the
transformer. Burkhardt Schwaebe focuses on the designs form the American designer Julius Futterman
and the headphone amplifier makes no exception. But here he could not and did not want to use the
PL519 muscle valve with which he equips his loudspeaker compatible amplifiers; the execution of
which would have been far too extravagant drive a headphone. In fact, the headphone amplifier is
equipped with 4 tubes; the power supply is managed by the pentode PCL 86. This is not a bad choice as
this relatively compact nine pole valve has been spotted in amplifiers capable of producing a few watts.
That’s of course only possible in conjunction with an output transformer but in this application it is
enough to drive high impedance headphones. High impedance meaning the amplifier is designed to
drive 300 ohm loads. Burkhardt Schwaebe recommends the Sennheiser HD800, momentarily one of
the best, albeit not cheap at Euro 1000.
Search for alternatives proves to be difficult; the large Grados are at the top of my list but have only
32 ohm, this combination won’t do the job properly. Same for the excellent Denon AH-D7000
(25ohm); with transistor based amp no problem. AKG? I value the K701 that has an impedance of
62ohm but no, not so good. Beyerdynamic has something suitable especially their top model T1 (600
ohm). This should be worth a try.
The pentode system of the PCL86 comprises also the voltage booster triode. The second tube STV
108/30 is very rare in the audio world: It stabilizes the voltage of the power supply. These as well as a
perfect selection of passive components are mounted on a 70 mu gold plated circuit board. The mu
metal encapsulated power supply resides on the lower deck. The volume poti manufactured by Ruwido
has no channel differentiation, nor is it noisy, despite being designed perhaps a couple of decades ago.
We are used to this and the headphone amplifier makes no exception: silence. Without a source:
pure silence, once connected one hears only the source’s noise and hum. We must applaud how
Burkhardt Schwaebe manages this with built-in power supplies.

Thanks to the built in the volume poti, you don’t require a preamplifier and I guess quite a few
phono-pre’s will end up being directly connected.
Practically seen, the theory was correct: Nothing except the HD800 was really tolerated at the
output of the amplifier. All attempts to listen to a low impedance headphone failed, clearly
demonstrated by abrupt interruptions in the sound. The Sennheiser HD 800, however, plays to such a
high standard that I have not experienced to-date. I have not been a fan of the Sennheiser HD800 as it
sounds too spectacular and dominant. Now I must say it sounds….The headphone amplifier from
Isernhagen, Hannover domesticates the HD 800 to the level of perfection. Driven like this, it’s like a
straight arrow, extremely transparent, and with a fanned out sound image. The weight of the bass has
vanished and gives way to an extremely colourful and variable presentation. The acoustic bass in Lorna
Hunt’s ‘Crazy Mary’ has never sounded so well structured and feathery light. The highs are so natural,
not this pretence that I have prior experienced with the HD 800. The whole thing does not have that
absolute drive, but is on the contrary extremely relaxed and not tiring. Anything missing? Nothing! If
you can do without tangible bass punch, this combination will clearly do as an alternative to an extreme
high-end loudspeaker.

